
Morphological structure is similar to that of the Salish and Wakashan languages.

Nouns and verbs are not strongly differentiated. The same roots and suffixes may

appear in both, with a distinction appearing only in final inflectional suffixes if at all.

As in Salish and Wakashan, the distribution of meanings between roots, which are

initial, and suffixes differs from that ofmany languages. Some initial morphemes have

expected root-like meanings, such as la'o- *to walk' or t'cod *foot*. Others, with more

general meanings like he- 'to be' or 6- *to be in a location', serve primarily as anchors

for suffixes. These suffixes, termed by Andrade 'postpositive morphemes' are similar

in function to the lexical suffixes of other languages in the area. Andrade lists nearly

150 with noun-like meanings, such as -ku 'river canoe' and -I 'face', and 65 with verb-

like meanings, such as -'al 'to catch' and -kiyi 'to paddle'. In many cases similar

concepts can be expressed by either a root or a suffix, such as hae-ta t or -k% both

translated 'arrow'. Often the suffixes are more generic in meaning. The root tsiyd.pus,

probably from French chapeau, means simply 'hat', while the suffix -dist'c indicates

a range of headcoverings including hats, caps, and feather headdresses. Other

postpositive morphemes indicate distinctions more typical of affixes, such as -sal

distributive plural, -sqal reflexive, and -c inchoative. Initial root morphemes

sometimes appear as words alone, but the suffixes do not.

Some suffixes specify modal distinctions: optative d-la-c-i '
'-
t'col-aks 'she wishes to

eat', jussive d-la-c-i'-sfaUaks 'she ordered him to eat', necessitative d-la-c-i'-tax

'

surely, he must eat', inferential d-la-^-a '-tsa 'he must have been eating', concessional

d-la-^-a '-qcU
'

although he was eating', an obligative d-la-x-a
'-
Iqa-li 'I ought to eat',

and a hearsay d-la-j^-a'-ku-l-atc 'it is said that he eats'. Past and present tense are

unmarked, but there is a future tense suffix. There is a suffix that indicates former

events or states Qid-xili'yilitc 'you had boiled') and another that signals imminent

ones (hdb-ali'l 'it is going to fall'). Momentaneous and durative aspects are

distinguished: tcatc-i^ 'it flew away', tea- 'tc-a 'it is/was flying'.

Subjects and objects are specified by pronominal suffixes that vary in shape

according to indicative, interrogative, subjunctive, conditional, and imperative modes.

Three persons are distinguished, although third persons are not always overtly

marked, and two numbers. Within third person, masculine and feminine genders are

distinct, and visible, invisible but known, and invisible unknown entities. There are

also vocative pronouns and possessive pronouns that distinguish first, second, and

third singular and plural, and within third singular, one's own from another's. When
a passive suffix -qa is used, the patient is cast as grammatical subject and the agent

as oblique. When a third person acts on a second, the passive is always used, much

like an inverse: se-ya-ljtc
'

you see (him)', se-ya-qa-litc '(he) sees you, you are seen'.

Nominals appear with independent articles that distinguish feminine from non-
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feminine gender, and subjective, definite oblique, and indefinite oblique cases.

Demonstratives also distinguish feminines from non-feminines, and entities that are

visible near the speaker, visible near the hearer, visible near both, visible but

removed from both, invisible but known, invisible but related to previous experience

(hearsay or linguistic context), and invisible unrelated unknowns.

Unmarked word order is predicate-subject-object (VSO) in main clauses, but

subjects do appear initially to indicate contrast or a shift in topic. Clauses may be

conjoined by simple juxtaposition with appropriate intonation, or with conjunctions.

Subordination may be accomplished by juxtaposition as well, or marked by a final

verbal suffix: t'a • Ucaxas ki'tax-a 'he knows that he is going'. Word order in

subordinate clauses is subject-initial if a subject is present.

Some of these constructions can be seen in the lines below from Andrade 1933:

279, among them root-suffix combinations, case-bearing articles, feminine and non-

feminine demonstratives (f and -f), nominalization, and subordination.

Id'ta-x yik dVcit-t' he-ol-ic kaki' tsitsVitskwa' 'i t'lyo-qo't's-olil

go-coNT F.NOM chief-wife be-tog-iNCEP f.pl.obl daughter-RD? dig.fem.rt-go.MOM

*The chiefs wife was going with her daughters to dig fern roots.

ki'ta-x xabd' la haye-q'^-ha-'y-ili

go-coNT be.all each carry.with.pack.strap-position.on-basket-suBORDiNAXOR

They went on, each with her pack basket.

tsb^ hd 't'c-d 'i'Owa
'

'.

very be.good-weather-away

It was very good weather.

e.la- sa^'a, xwa'd-v xe' itcd'-l-a't

be.active -f.near reach-Loc -f.def.obl head.for-PURPosE-NOMiNALizER

So they arrived at their destination,

t'iayo ' '-wd • td • l-i 'c la
'
'-v

subsequent-away to.last-iNCEPTivE walk-LocATivE

after walking for a long time

itcd-l-i j^e o-q'O'tse-c-e'l-ilit qwas-eli.

head.for-puRPosE-suBORD -f.def.obl be-on-select-puRPosE-NOM root.dig-suBORD

toward the place where they had planned to dig roots.'
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